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Welcome to the 
White Sand Kalahari
The lodge sprawls across 25,000 hectares of privately owned 

game and farm land, teeming with abundant wildlife.

A haven for seasoned hunters, those who’ve come to know the 
country intimately, and who cherish the extraordinary, often 

refer to Namibia as ‘Africa’s best-kept secret.’
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• Airport pick-up and drop-off.

•  Accommodation in our Luxury Lodge where comfort meets
    Kalahari-inspired decor in our spacious retreat

• Stay hydrated with complimentary local drinks
   and South African wines.

• Savor delicious meals and snacks prepared to fuel
   your hunting adventures.

• Daily laundry services. 

• Navigate confidently with expert guides, skilled trackers
   and fully equipped vehicles.

• Trust us with your trophy preparation to preserve your
   hunting memories.

• We handle all permit fees, freeing you to focus on the hunt.

Daily Rates:

Daily Rates Include:

We want you to experience the thrill
of the hunt without any hassle

1x1 Hunter
2x1 Hunter (each)
Observer
Rifle Hire
Bullets

440 USD
350 USD
190 USD
40 USD
5 USD
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Namibia stands out for its commitment to ethical hunting practices,
spearheaded by the Namibia Professional Hunting Association (NAPHA).

Our hunting operators operate under rigorous oversight from the Directorate
of Resource Management of the Ministry of Environment and Tourism, ensuring 

that ethical standards are not just met but exceeded in the pursuit of 
sustainable and responsible hunting experiences.

MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT
AND TOURISM
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Join us in the heart of the Kalahari for an unforgettable professional
hunting retreat. Immerse yourself in the wild, and savor Namibian cuisine 
while surrounded by the authentic architecture and personalized decor

of our sanctuary.

Accommodation
African Luxury
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Our lodge, constructed with natural materials, offers three generously
spacious double rooms with en-suite bathrooms. Each room is

thoughtfully decorated with elements from the Kalahari environment,
immersing you in the unique surroundings.
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“A crackling fire dances under a million stars. Tender Kudu 
steak sizzles, smoky goodness mingles with robust South

African wine. Laughter fills the air, stories of triumph
shared beneath the Milky Way’s endless embrace”
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Trophy Rates

Plain s Game

Impala 600 USD

Embark on an exhilarating journey through Namibia’s diverse landscapes as you
pursue an array of plains game species. Our expansive 25,000-hectare private land 

ensures the game can roam freely, enhancing both the hunting experience and trophy 
quality. With access to a wide range of plains game species, your adventure promises 

thrilling encounters and unforgettable memories in the heart of Africa.
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Greater Kudu

Oryx

1750 USD

760 USD
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Eland

Waterbuck

1950 USD

1950 USD
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Blue Wildebeest

Black Wildebeest

950 USD

1150 USD



13Cull hunting packages also available on demand

Blesbuck

Springbuck

800 USD

540 USD
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Zebra Hartmann

Zebra Burchell

1200 USD

940 USD
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Red Hartebeest

Sable

760 USD

7100 USD
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Steenbuck

Duiker

530 USD

530 USD
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Warthog

Ostrich

540 USD

660 USD
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Brown Hyena

Caracal

4200 USD

1750 USD
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Black Faced Impala

Damara Dik Dik

1900 USD

2400 USD
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Trophy Rates

Leopard Hunting

Leopard 28 000 USD

The leopard stands as one of the most majestic and elusive members of the Big Five. 
Renowned for its beauty, stealth, and resilience, a leopard trophy symbolizes the
ultimate conquest in the realm of hunting. With its vast wilderness and thriving

leopard population, Namibia offers unparalleled opportunities for leopard hunting.
Be ready as you will embark on the most challenging yet rewarding hunt of a lifetime. 

Our leopard hunting offers a daily fee of Euro 900, with a minimum 10-day requirement 
for optimal success. Pay the balance upon a successful hunt, ensuring your investment 

aligns with a triumphant outcome.
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Trophy Rates

Cheetah Hunting

Cheetah 15 400 USD

As the fastest land predator and a rare trophy, the cheetah embodies the 
pinnacle of hunting achievement. Only available for hunting and export from 
Namibia, securing a cheetah trophy ensures you join an elite group of trophy 

hunters globally. Embark on your 10-day expedition with confidence,
guided by our team of seasoned professionals who possess extensive

knowledge of the terrain and wildlife behavior. Our cheetah hunting offers
a daily fee of Euro 700, with a minimum 10-day requirement for optimal

success. Pay the balance upon a successful hunt, ensuring your investment 
aligns with a triumphant outcome.
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Trophy Gallery
Plain s Game
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Trophy Gallery
Leopard Hunts
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Trophy Gallery
Cheetah Hunts
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Curious about the thrill of Namibian safaris? 
Reach out to us effortlessly:

Wouter Barnard S.T. Barnard
+264 81 480 7811

hunt@barnardcompany.net

+264 81 441 9007

@kalaharihunts

And follow our Instagram for a front-row seat to the 
thrill of the hunt, stunning trophies, and the untamed 
beauty of Namibia.

Contact us now via WhatsApp,

or email for detailed inquiries,
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Footfalls muffled by pearl-white dunes, you track the gemsbok’s elusive spoor. 
Each breath, a silent prayer for a glimpse of its majestic form. Hours melt into 

the arid heat, your senses honed, anticipation simmering. The tracker’s whisper 
guides you, every step a calculated move in the grand chess game of the hunt.

Suddenly, a flash of amber against the endless white. The gemsbok, a silent
sentinel bathed in desert sun. Heart pounding, muscles tense, you assess the
distance, wind direction, every detail etched in your mind. Years of practice 

culminate in this single moment. The bowstring hums, the arrow a blur cutting 
through the air. Time stands still as it finds its mark.

Respect washes over you as you approach the fallen giant. Not just a trophy, 
but a testament to your skill, patience, and the delicate dance between hunter 

and hunted. Back at the fire’s warm glow, stories of the chase unfurl, each detail 
echoing the white sands’ song. The mount, proudly displayed, isn’t just a

reminder of the kill, but of the skill honed, the respect earned, and the
unforgettable dance in the Namibian wilderness.




